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ANNOUNCING...

CITADEL MINIATURES LTD.
Newark Folk Museum, 48 Millgate, Newark, Nottinghamshire

Games Workshop and Bryan Ansell are proud to announce the formation of CITADEL MINIATURES LTD, manufacturing and distributing the most exciting new miniatures in the country, including RAL PARTHA. CITADEL MINIATURES will be run by Bryan Ansell, founder and designer of ASGARD MINIATURES. Along with Bryan himself, many new designers will be working on CITADEL's own ranges, including the FRIEND FACTORY range (from the "WHITE DWARF" feature of the same name) and a FANTASY ADVENTURE range, both designed for Fantasy Role-Playing games. CITADEL MINIATURES will also be manufacturing the complete ASGARD range of figures.

CITADEL MINIATURES will not be limiting their production to Science Fiction and Fantasy figures. Many new ranges of historical wargaming figures are currently being planned. Watch this space for further news.

New Releases

GALACTIC GRENADIERS

A new range of Science Fiction figures designed for use with "Strike Team Alpha" is due to be released shortly.

- SG1 Infantry Advancing with Laser
- SG2 Infantry with Semi-Portable Laser
- SG3 Infantry with Automatic Grenade Launcher
- SG4 Infantry with Automatic Grenade Launcher
- SG10 Power Armour Infantry w/ SunGun
- SG11 Power Armour Infantry w/ SunGun, Advancing
- SG15 Crewman w/ Laser Pistol, Standing
- SG20 Mercenary w/ Assault Rifle
- SG22 Mercenary w/ Grenade Launcher, Advancing
- SG30 Schwarz w/ Needle Gun, Standing
- SG47 7 Rats (Replicant) Advancing

PERSONALITIES AND THINGS THAT GO "BUMP" IN THE NIGHT

- ES1 Evil Wizard Casting Spell
- ES2 Super Hero with Axe on Super Heavy Horse
- ES3 Balding with Sword and Whip
- ES4 Cleric, Cloaked, with Staff
- ES5 Winged Gremlin
- ES6 Patriarch Casting Spell
- ES7 Serpent Creeper
- ES8 Zaffig Maiden
- ES9 Barbarian Hero w/ Long & Short Sword
- ES10 Large Hill Troll Attacking with Club
- ES11 Vantor, Warrior of the Gods
- ES12 Vantor Captain w/ Shield and Standard

WIZARDS, WARRIORS & WARLOCKS

- ES111 Hatfield Esquire (3 figs)
- ES112 Wizard with Staff
- ES113 Wood Elf w/ Cloak and Bow
- ES114 Wood Elf w/ Unguarded Spear
- ES115 Wood Elf w/ Bow and Shield
- ES116 Dwarf w/ Sword and Shield
- ES117 Dwarf w/ Short Sword
- ES118 Dwarf w/ Axe
- ES119 Angel of Death w/ Spear (3 figs)
- ES120 Mummy Advancing w/ Spear
- ES121 Elf Prince
- ES122 Elf Lord
- ES123 Shield Maiden Advancing with Spear
- ES124 Foxglove, Bane of Superhero (3 figs)
- ES125 Super Hero in Plate Armour w/ Super Heavy Horse
- ES126 Advancing on Horseback
- ES127 Mounted Ranger
- ES128 Green Man (3 figs)
- ES129 Sorceress Casting Spell
- ES130 Whirlwind
- ES131 Dwarf Lord
- ES132 On the Horseshoe
- ES133 Satyr w/ Bow and Spear
- ES134 Land Dragon w/ Mounted Captain
- ES135 Land Dragon w/ Mounted Lancer
- ES136 Witch
- ES137 Monk w/ Staff
- ES138 Imp War Party (3 figs)
- ES139 Wargrave Attacking
- ES140 Wind Lord w/ Spear
- ES141 Paladin (Dismounted)
- ES142 Armed Knight on Guard
- ES143 Earth Demon Hurting Rock
- ES144 Armoured Cuirass w/ Sword and Shield
- ES145 Demon of Evil Law w/ Morning Star
- ES146 Tree Master
- ES147 Engaged Wyvern
- ES148 Griffin, Rearing
- ES149 Hill Giant w/ Club (30mm)
- ES150 Siren, Singing
- ES151 Enchanted, w/ Staff
- ES152 Frost Giant (70mm)
- ES153 Bard, Playing Harp

MAIL ORDER CHARGES:

UK: Please add 10% p&p
OVERSEAS: Please add 33% p&p
S.S.A.E. for full lists.

TRADE ORDERS WELCOME

Watch this space for the release of Citadel's own ranges next issue.
Features on the centre spread of this issue is the layout for a Bar-Room Brawl scenario using D&D rules. Last issue we published the rules for Light Sword, a man-to-man SF game. Before that in White Dwarf 9 we published a complete mini-dungeon, The Lichway. It is our intention to publish a complete or semi-complete game in each issue of White Dwarf and in the meantime we would like to know readers' preferences to the type of game published.

Following Lew Pulsipher's letter this issue regarding character class preference, we have decided to conduct our own survey. Whereas Lew's initial survey confined itself to the four basic character classes, we intend to expand the White Dwarf survey to include all classes and sub-classes (see page 11).

Also we would be very interested to learn of readers' opinions of our White Dwarf covers. Please give your choice of the top ten covers out of the eleven so far published. We would be interested to know of your idea of good artwork.

Please feel free to send your replies to all the above surveys in one letter.

Editor: Ian Livingstone
Feature Editor: Steve Jackson, Albie Fiore, Don Turnbull
Cover Illustration by: John Blanche
Published by: Games Workshop

Artwork by: Polly Wilson, Alan Hunter, Robin Hill, and Christopher Baker.
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While weapons are quite comprehensively dealt with in the Traveller rulebook, in some ways this is one of the most disappointing sections of the rulebooks. Most of the weapons listed are readily available today, and thus there is little "Science Fiction" feel to combat. Thus, in an attempt to do something about this, I've devised some additional weaponry details, some being based on descriptions in SF novels, and others of my own creation.

1. The Hand Blaster: This is a handgun-sized atomic energy weapon, firing a tiny 3mm x 15mm projectile at 700 to 800 metres per second. Once it is set in motion, anything that stops the projectile trips a tiny atomic trigger which converts a sub-microscopic fraction of its mass into energy. A magazine carrying six charges is inserted into the gun's handle, one charge being fired for each pull of the trigger. Reloading takes one combat round, but two if the firer is treated as evading.

Disadvantages of this weapon are its obvious expense, plus the fact that any target blasted by it becomes radioactive for twenty-four hours. The effective radius of this radiation is only about half a metre, however. If desired, the blaster can be used to cut through solid steel of up to 15cm thickness, blasting a circular opening of approximately 1 metre diameter.

2. The Blast Rifle: The rifle version of the above, firing a slightly larger 4mm calibre projectile at 1000 metres per second. A magazine containing 10 charges is fitted into the stock of the rifle; one round may be fired per pull of the trigger. Replacement of the magazine takes one combat round. The blast rifle has a slightly wider blast radius than its hand counterpart, being 1.5 metres rather than one metre. Neither weapon is suitable for use at close quarters.

3. Concussion Rifle: This is basically a sonic weapon, firing a directed blast of sound which has the effect of a heavy hammer-blow upon any target hit. No projectile is fired. The power pack supplying the energy for this weapon is capable of producing 20 shots before it needs recharging; it is fitted into the underside of the weapon forward of the trigger guard, and takes two hours to recharge. Replacement of the power pack with a fresh one takes two combat rounds. Damage done by this weapon varies with range, being 4D at close, 3D at short, 2D at medium and 1D at long. At close and short ranges, the concussion rifle always stuns, and at all ranges will knock the target off its feet unless a saving throw of 7+ is made. [DMs: -3 at close, -1 at medium (assuming for some reason the stunned individual doesn't automatically fall), +1 at long, +1 for dexterity 7+, +2 for dexterity 11+].

4. The L.P.L. Stun Gun: (Full title Low Power Laser directed electrical shock Stun weapon): A pistol-sized weapon which uses a low power laser beam to ionise the air in a path along its line, and then sends a burst of electrical energy along the path. This has the effect of stunning any human-sized opponent it hits, without causing any actual damage. The saving throw against such a stun is 11+ for a human (OM: +1 for endurance 10+), but becomes proportionately lower for larger species, e.g., an elephant's save would be 3+. The power pack for this weapon forms the pistol's handle, carries 8 charges and takes four hours to recharge. Power packs may be changed during combat, taking one combat round to do so, in which the firer is treated as evading. This weapon does not function in vacuum or trace atmosphere and is subject to a DM of -4 in high crosswinds.

5. Incendiary Rifle: About the size of a carbine but with a much wider 12mm calibre. The incendiary rifle fires hollow 40mm length bullet-shaped projectiles, each of which is divided into two compartments. The forward compartment of an incendiary projectile contains a small pellet of white phosphorus plus a tiny detonator, the rear compartment contains napalm. On impact the projectile does 3D-3 damage, but then bursts into flame doing an additional 2D damage per turn for four turns or until extinguished. The magazine for this weapon contains 15 rounds and is clipped in front of the trigger guard. One round is fired for each pull of the trigger. Changing the magazine takes 1 combat round. The projectile is ejected at 500-600 metres per second.

This weapon is unsuitable for use aboard ship due to the obvious fire risks and is also ineffective in vacuum or trace atmospheres.

6. The Anagun: This useful weapon appears as a small pistol with a very slim barrel. It fires not bullets but tiny 15mm x 1mm needles at a velocity of 400–500 metres per second. The needles have a ridge which prevents skin penetration deeper than 2–3mm, and are designed to inject the target with a small quantity of a powerful anaesthetic. The drug takes effect in one combat round anaesthetising the victim for one hour. They are very potent, the saving throw being 13+ with a DM of +1 for endurance 9+ and +1 for endurance of 12+ (cumulative). Creatures larger than human-sized have proportionately lower saves, a hippo for example requiring only 4+. Creatures much bigger than this will not be affected.

Standard ana-needs will be ineffective against mesh, cloth, ablat or battle dress. However, special extra-penetration needles are available for use in these situations; the Type P needle is designed to penetrate the first named three, and a power-injection needle, the Type PX, designed to drill through battle armour. This latter requires a special power-injection adaptor to be fitted to the anagun around and in front of the barrel.

A clip of twenty standard (Type SI) or Type P needles, or ten Type PX needles can be fitted into the pistol handle and are fired one at a time. The clip takes one combat round to replace with a fresh one and the power-injection adaptor also takes one combat round to fit or remove.

7. The Plasma Blade: Effectively this is an energy sword. Activating a contact on the hilt causes a blade-shaped magnetic
field to spring from it. Within one combat round the field fills with the high-energy plasma — the "fourth state of matter" at stellar temperatures. The blade length is approximately 800mm and this is a formidable weapon indeed being able to slice off a limb in less than a second with very little effort or cut through 10mm-thick steel plate. However, it does have disadvantages. Its high working temperature requires its wielder to wear protective clothing such as a Vac Suit or battledress. A special arm covering for use with Plasma Blades is available at a cost of CR 1000.

The Plasma Blade is powered by a back-worn power pack, which provides enough energy to activate the Plasma Blade for one combat round. The blade is connected to the power pack by a flexible cable which is usually fixed along the sleeve of the vac suit/battledress. The purpose-built arm protector has its own built-in cable. The power pack when exhausted requires eight hours to recharge it via a suitable high-energy source.

8. Pellet Clip Bracelet: This is not in itself a weapon but is a special wrist bracelet divided into six compartments each of which can hold four special minigrenade pellets. The compartments can be rotated about the bracelet to facilitate use and pressure on the face of a compartment causes a pellet to be ejected and flipped into the wearer's hand. This is the action that a pellet can be flipped into the hand, activated and tossed in a single combat turn. The bracelet is small and compact enough to be concealed up a character's sleeve. Pellet Clip Bracelets are constructed from high-impact plastic and will thus avoid detection by most metal detectors.

9. Pellet Grenades: Tiny 5mm diameter spherical grenades which may be fitted with delay fuses or with contact detonators. The standard Explosive Pellet Grenade has a blast radius of three metres doing 3D damage to all caught in the blast. It is usually hand-hurled although grenades with timer fuses can be planted in a specific location to detonate after a pre-set period of time. Each grenade contains a tiny stud-pin which is either pulled out or set for timing depending upon the type to activate the grenade. Other Pellet Grenade types include:

- Knockout Gas Grenades release a powerful quick-acting nerve gas of temporary effect which renders all who breathe it unconscious within one combat turn. Each grenade releases a cloud of 1000 cubic metres volume.
- Blackout Grenades release a colourless and odourless gas which brings about a complete but temporary paralysis of the optic nerve. Within one combat turn anyone breathing the gas is rendered totally blind for a period of two hours. The cloud released is of the same volume as above.

Both of the above types of gas pellet are activated in the same way as the Explosive Pellet and both can be easily deployed from a Pellet Clip Bracelet.

10. The Power Holster: This unique automated holster is worn strapped to the forearm. The gun is connected to it by a flexible cable. When the wearer wishes to draw his weapon he merely shapes the fingers of his gun hand as though grasping an imaginary gun butt. Sensitive actuators built into the holster react to the pattern formed by the tendons of the wrist, and cause the cable connected to the gun to become a stiff curved rod. This lifts the gun from the holster and into an angle motion almost too fast for the eye to follow. Thus in situations where weapons need to be drawn or raised, the wearer of a power holster will always, without exception, draw first.

Power Holsters can be made to fit automatic pistols or Hand Blasters but are expensive as each Power Holster must be individually constructed and specially tailored to fit its user. One man's Power Holster cannot be worn by another. The gun to be used must also be partially rebuilt to be incorporated into the power holster, the cable must be fitted and also the trigger guard must be removed.

To use a Power Holster a character must be at least +1 in experience in the weapon involved and must also practice for three months to achieve +5% experience with the holster itself. Characters may elect to take out expertise with a Power Holster if he rolls a "Gun Combat" skill. Each level of expertise with the Holster is equivalent to adding a level of expertise with the weapon it contains. A Power Holster will function for 3 months before it requires recharging from a suitable high-energy source.

---

### Table 1: Weapons and Equipment Weights and Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Ammo Weight</th>
<th>Aiming (in)</th>
<th>Range (m)</th>
<th>Base Price</th>
<th>Ammo Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand Blaster</td>
<td>2100g</td>
<td>200g</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200m</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPL Stunmgun</td>
<td>500g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>175m</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiexpan</td>
<td>250g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>150m</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blast Rifle</td>
<td>6500g</td>
<td>1000g</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000m</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction Rifle</td>
<td>5000g</td>
<td>850g</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>850m</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incendiary Rifle</td>
<td>5000g</td>
<td>900g</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>900m</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma Blade</td>
<td>500g</td>
<td>200g</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>300m</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPL Power Pack</td>
<td>300g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>700m</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF Power Pack</td>
<td>4000g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>700m</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR Power Pack</td>
<td>700g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>700m</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition S</td>
<td>50g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50m</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition P</td>
<td>75g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75m</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammunition PX</td>
<td>90g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90m</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive PG (10)</td>
<td>50g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50m</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KG Grenade Pack (10)</td>
<td>70g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70m</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD Power (10)</td>
<td>70g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70m</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pellet Clip Blet (10)</td>
<td>100g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100m</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Holster</td>
<td>300g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700m</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Inspection Ad (10)</td>
<td>100g</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100m</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates cost to recharge at a suitable energy source.

* *= *This gap in these armour types by Ammunition PX is possible only if the appropriate required weapon types are used, i.e. Type P or PX.

** Each time it is hit by Incendiary Fire or Plasma Blade, the blast GM is decreased by 1.

### Table 2: Weapons Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker's Weapon</th>
<th>Defender's Armour</th>
<th>Damage vs.</th>
<th>Armor vs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand Blaster</td>
<td>Nothing Jack</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPL Stunmgun</td>
<td>Mesh</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiexpan</td>
<td>Cloth</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blast Rifle</td>
<td>Reflec</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction Rifle</td>
<td>Plate</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incendiary Rifle</td>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma Blade</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Hits against these armour types by Ammunition PX is possible only if the appropriate required weapon types are used, i.e. Type P or PX.

* *= *This gap in these armour types by Ammunition PX is possible only if the appropriate required weapon types are used, i.e. Type P or PX.

** Each time it is hit by Incendiary Fire or Plasma Blade, the blast GM is decreased by 1.

### Table 3: Range Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker's Weapon</th>
<th>Range (m)</th>
<th>Wound Initiated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand Blaster</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPL Stunmgun</td>
<td>12-1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiexpan</td>
<td>7-0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blast Rifle</td>
<td>8-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction Rifle</td>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incendiary Rifle</td>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma Blade</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* *= Special use written description

That just about winds it up. My apologies to Harry Harrison, in particular, for ideas stolen for the purpose of this article! May your jumps through Hyperspace never throw you off course, and may the Galactic Spirit always guide you safely on your journeys.
THE
FIEND
FACTORY

A regular feature introducing new and interesting monsters, edited by Don Turnbull.

We really should take pity on the poor characters who must constantly do battle with the creatures coming out of the Factory. But variety is the spice of life as they say so let's open the Factory doors this time on another impressive selection of monsters which I hope you will enjoy.

LAUREN

By Colin Reynolds

No. appearing: 1
Armour Class: 9
Movement: 3" per melee
Hit Dice: 2d6
Treasure: nil
Attack: two spikes 1d4 each plus strangulation 10d4
Alignment: neutral
Intelligence: average
Monstermark: 17.1 (level II in 12 levels)

This hagmorphic little humanoid is seven feet tall, naked and harmless. It has three heads of which the outer two are featureless; the middle one has three large, deep-set eyes, two to the front and one to the rear. It has three arms: the two at its shoulders are jointed so that they can attack equally well both in front and rear. They are less elongated at the end, which is a six-inch-long vicious-looking spike. The third arm, protruding from the chest, seems normal except that the hand has three fingers. Of these three legs, the outer two are stumps, the central one has three toes.

If both spikes hit a victim in front, the central arm will grasp the victim's neck and strangle him, doing an additional 1d4 damage.

Lauren's mouth is located in its belly; it is for the sole purpose of eating, mainly decaying flesh. Below the mouth are three three-inch tentacles which writhes continuously.

Normally, the Lauren will shy away from other creatures, but if cornered it will project two illusions of itself which it controls telepathically. These illusions will fight as the original and will take no damage themselves, though they will do damage if they are 'believed'.

Lauren is anagram of 'unreal'.

Comments: certainly a most unusual creature, and it's nice to have a full physical description, not only for our readers but also for our artist. The inventor used D6 for its Hit dice and I hope he doesn't mind me amending this perhaps it was just a mis-typ. I would rule that the arms attack at 2 to the rear because the single eye would give no depth of vision up that. If both 'outside' arms hit a victim to the front, the third arm would automatically hit and not require a roll. The illusion generation is little different from the Mirror Image spell, though in the Lauren's case the illusions can do damage which the mirror images can't. Also, Mirror images disappear if hit, the way I play it, while these illusions remain until the Lauren itself is killed.

SPOKK

By Roger Musson

No. appearing: 1d6
Armour Class: 4
Movement: 12"
Hit Dice: 6d8+1
Treasure: type E
Attack: 1 touch (special)
Alignment: chaotic-evil
Intelligence: high
Monstermark: 383 (level IX in 12 levels)

The Spokk is an archetypal windingsheet ghost figure, true Undead and turnable as a Spectre. It is immune to normal weapons including fire but takes half damage from silver. The touch of the Spokk causes the victim instantly to become a Spokk under the original Spokk's control. If the controlling Spokk is killed within an hour of the transformation, the victim returns to normal, together with any of his victims, none the worse for wear. Otherwise the effect is permanent.

Comments: My suggestion that the Undead are given insufficient prominence in the Factory has resulted in a whole host of new Undead, of which this is one of the best and one of the most powerful. In effect, we have here a Spectre which is capable of draining all of the victim's experience levels at a stroke - something which even a Vampire can't do.

This makes me wonder whether level IX (which includes the Vampire) is the right place for the Spokk — perhaps level X or XI would be a better reflection of its nastiness.

WITHERSTENCH

By Jonathan Jones

No. appearing: 3d4
Armour Class: 7
Movement: 6"
Hit Dice: 2d8+2
Treasure: type B
Attack: two claws 1d6 each plus special
Alignment: neutral
Intelligence: semi
Monstermark: 22.2 (allowing M=2A - level III in 12 levels)

This beast is 4' long and resembles a skunk with severe acne. It is found mainly in dark, filthy areas where carrion is plentiful. Its spots emit a powerful odour and a character encountering it must save against poison or be nauseated and rendered helpless to the Witherstench's attacks.

Comments: it isn't entirely clear what is the radius of the spots' effects; can the beast be picked off with arrows from a distance, for instance? I guess so — the radius of effect can hardly be more than about 10'. Otherwise a useful wanderer image no-one will necessarily want to enter its lair without an oxygen mask.
TRIBE & STONE

By Jack Mc Ardle

No. appearing: variable
Armour class: 9
Movement: 6" or 12" (see below)
Hit Dice: 3D8 or 4D8 (see below)
Treasure: nil
Attack: see below
Alignment: Lawful/evil
Intelligence: average
Monstrismark: variable, suggest level II for warrior, level III for chaser and level IV for leader

These humanoids are slightly under human height (say around 5') and have prehensile tails. Their main purpose is to seek subjects to turn into more of their kind, and they do this by carrying off a victim and subjecting him to the necessary alterations in their hidden lair. Warriors have 6" movement and hit dice 4D8; they use one 4 magic daggers which does 1D4+4 damage, and 50% of warriors have two of these daggers to increase the damage dealt. Warriors are the only monsters likely to be met in melee.

Chasers have 12" movement and 24 hit points, attacking with two feet (1D6 each) and one tail (1D4 each) round with hit probability as though they were 3D8. Leaders have 12" movement and 32 hit points, always fighting with two magic daggers (as Warriors) and attacking as 4D8 beasts.

When first encountered, there will only be one member of the tribe. When the second or third member of the tribe (usually a Warrior) has been encountered, it is 9-0 to meet a Warrior. The next round one more member of the tribe will appear: 1-5 Leader, 6-8 Chaser, 9-0 Warrior. Each round thereafter one further member of the tribe will appear: 1-5 Leader, 6-7 Chaser, 8-9 Warrior, while 0 means no more appear that round or thereafter.

Each tribe will only have one Leader and one Chaser; if a second Leader or Chaser is indicated by the appearance roll, count the appearance as a Warrior by chance. The more no-rolls are rolled on the appearance table before a Leader has appeared, the more likely it is that the tribe has been detected, and the less likely it is that the tribe will remain hidden. In melee, the Leader tends to stay in the background and let the Warriors do the fighting for him. If the tribe stays a member of the opposition, they will grab the corpse (this is the Chaser's task) and attempt to flee with it. They will drop the body if they panic before they are safely out of the melee.

The Leader can be recognised by the fact that he has a large glowing ruby on a chain round his neck. This jewel gives him special powers:

a) he can remain hidden for a number of rounds equal to his hit points or less, though his hit points can never exceed 32; thus if he took 20 damage in the first round, reducing his hit to 12, he could regenerate 6 points and increase his hit points up to 18, but if he took 6 points of damage in the first round, reducing his hits to 26, he could regenerate only 6 points to take his hits up to 32 again, not 13 points which would take his hits over 26.

b) he can 'steal' hit points, once per round, from any member of the tribe: to do this, the hit points of the 'victim' are reduced by a chosen number, but not so as to kill the victim, and that number of hit points are transferred to the Leader — again his hits cannot rise to more than 32 points; and

c) he can transfer hit points between members of the tribe, once per round, again without killing any 'victim' or raising any Warrior's hit points above its original level (24 points for the Chaser).

The jewel can be captured if the leader is killed, though in this case it is not certain that the Chaser will try to recover the jewel and make away with it. If the jewel does fall into the party's hands, it enables the holder to regenerate hit points on the basis as outlined above. Each time the jewel is used, however, there is a 5% chance (no saving roll) that the user will change into a Stargazer monster.

Comments: the first time we have had a tribal entry in the Factory, and welcome it is too. It lends itself to much greater development, of course — tribes could have developed magical/facial powers, for instance. I can accept the regenerative properties of the jewel if captured, though to be able to regenerate up to half one's remaining hit points makes it a most valuable possession, perhaps too valuable.

I have reservations, too, about the 4 magic daggers (a very powerful weapon), for such a tribe to possess in what are potentially large quantities.

However let my reservations not detract from this contribution, which could usefully be developed into an excellent 'tribal' monster on the lines of the Drow in the new TSR modules.

Matters which should probably be considered in developing the tribe further include character class limitations, class level limitations, ability scores maxima and minima (including scores for females of the race), racial characteristics adjustments, multi-class abilities, languages and weapon use, any innate magical powers — and so on.

BERBALANG

By Albie Fiore

No. appearing: 1-24
Armour class: 6
Movement: 6"/24"
Hit Dice: 1D8
Treasure: 500 silver/500 gold/500 gems
Attack: 1-4/1-4/1-6
Alignment: Chaotic/evil
Intelligence: Very
Monstrismark: 15 (level 11 in 12 levels)

The Berbalang is a tribal humanoid with leathery skin and bat-like wings. Its eyes are white and watery and its powers of infravision are twice as effective as elves' (120° range). In a Berbalang lair — an underground cavern far from well-trodden paths — there may be as many as 50 of the beasts, male and female.

Once a day each Berbalang has the power to create a self-induced trance in which state it may send forth a physical projection of itself, in order to acquire food — a freshly killed human corpse. This projection will leave the lair, but the Berbalang itself will never do so except under extreme duress. The lair is therefore always fully populated, with no more than 50% of the Berbalang in a trance state at any one time.

The Berbalang's 'projection' is physical in the sense that it can attack and deliver damage — in this respect it is a duplicate of its 'host'. In its trance state, the host Berbalang can use all the senses of its projection and will command the projection in its quest for food to a maximum range of 500' from the lair. If the projection is hit and suffers damage it immediately takes flight and rejoins the host body, the host remaining in its trance for a further three turns due to the mental shock. If the damage incurred by the projection is sufficient to reduce its hits to zero or below, there is a 75% chance that the host body will also die as a result of systemic shock.

If the projection kills a human it will pick up the body and fly immediately back to the host which will emerge without delay from its trance if the projection was not hit.

In a typical Berbalang lair there will be a protected area to the rear of the cavern where Berbalang retire to go into trance, for in this state they are inert and incapable of any physical activity.

The unique ability of the Berbalang may be the product of psionic powers in which case the beast may also have others; the facts are yet not proven either way.

The Berbalang is an unusual beast, and the first time we have had anything in the Factory which, at least potentially, has psionic powers. My limited experience leads me to believe that psionics are not all that popular at present — perhaps the arrival of the Referee's Guide will clear up the uncertainty which apparently exists.

This is a most unusual beast, psionic or not, and one which will not be easy for DMs to 'run', but worthy of inclusion underground for all that.

SHEET PHANTOM

By David Wormald

No. appearing: 1
Armour class: 3
Movement: 6"
Hit Dice: 3D8
Treasure: nil
Attack: 1D4 plus special
Alignment: chaotic/evil
Intelligence: average
Monstrismark: 25 (level III in 12 levels)

This creature appears as a near-transparent rectangle 8" x 5 1/4" thick. It moves along the ceiling waiting to drop on a victim, and if it hits it forms a plastic-bag effect over him, causing 1D4 damage per round due to suffocation. When a victim is enveloped by a Sheet Phantom he cannot move.

If the victim dies, the Sheet Phantom merges with his shape and the whole becomes a Sheet Ghou with AC2, hit dice 3D8+4 and all other characteristics as before.

The Sheet Ghoul attacks as a normal Ghoul but without paralysis and using a squint of acid for 1D6+1 damage.

Comments: the designer doesn't say how, if at all, this thing can be turned away (since it is without doubt Undead), I would guess it would turn as a regular Ghoul. What I think we have here is a physical manifestation of an Undead spirit which requires a body to function properly.
THE FIEND FACTORY
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LAELON

By Roger Musson

No. appearing: 3D6
Armour class: 6
Movement: 5"
Hit Dice: 1DB+1
Treasure: 1D100 GP
Attack: 2 times 1D4
plus petrifaction
Alignment: chaotic
Intelligence: animal
Monstermark: 3.8 (level 1 in
12 levels)

The Laelons are easily mistaken for a harmless pile of rope — indeed, it
could be described as ‘animated rope’, its body being one piece of rope-
like material with two ‘arms’ growing out of it. These arms are branched
like flails and are the creature’s method of attack. Each ‘arm’ strikes for
1D4 damage, and if one or both of them hit, the victim must make his
saving throw or be turned to stone.

The Laelons are immune to all non-magical weapons, but very
sensitive to hits by edged weapons — a hit with an edged weapon,
which scores 12 or more than the number required on the ‘to hit’ roll in
an automatic critical hit.

The property of petrifaction does not persist after the creature’s
death (though those previously petrified do not return to normal when it
dies); however, if the spells Charm Monster, Suggestion and Sleep are cast
in quick succession on the living Laelons, it goes into suspended
animation and can be tied to a rod for use as a very handy fist of petrification.

Unless it has been Charmed, it is not susceptible to Sleep or similar
spells, but physical spells such as Fireball affect it as normal.

Comments: only one comment to make on an excellent and quite
straightforward beast — I’m not sure what critical hit system Roger uses,
but guess that the ‘12 or better’ edged weapon hit results in a severing
if not of the body itself, at least of one arm from the body.

DEVIL DOG

By Louis Boshelli

No. appearing: 4–16
Armour class: 8
Movement: 30"
Hit dice: 6D8
Treasure: Nil
Attack: 2D6 plus special
Alignment: Chaotic/Evil
Intelligence: Average
Monstermark: 78.6 (level V
in 12 levels)

Spark white hounds with light blue eyes, devil dogs live in cold regions
and when encountered in snow-covered areas are invisible beyond a range of 30'. The dogs roam in packs in an endless search for
food and will always attack human parties, being clever enough to use their
tail and hinder their chances of escape. Occasionally 1 in 100 a pack of
devil dogs will be accompanied by 1-4 zombies.

The devil dog always goes for the throat with a vicious bite. Normal
damage inflicted is 2-16 points, but if the ‘to hit’ die roll is 2 or more
greater than that which is required, or a natural 20 in any event, a critical
hit is scored on the throat — the victim suffers double damage, is
comatose for 2-4 turns, must survive a system shock to avoid immediate
death and must receive cure light wound (or stronger) ministering of the
same nature during the comatose period to avoid dying at the end of
that period. When attacking or guarding, devil dogs emit an intense
baying which can and usually cause fear in any character of the third
experience level or lower.

Comments: a useful monster, more suited to the wilderness then
underground. The range of which their baying can be heard should be set, and I
would suggest 1 mile or less. Flat terrain.

There are nearly 300 monsters in the Factory, including
the few which have been published so far. This is a most
impressive response in the time the Factory has been open
and I guess the editor has even more contributions
stacked away for me. Nevertheless, I hope I may repeat
the message to those who haven’t had their creations
published so far — don’t despair, keep trying!

... there are to be some changes to the D&D Boxed Set. Included
will be a basic Module entitled In Search of the Unknown, taking the
place of the former geomorphs and monster/treasure list. It will also be
available separately. The cover folder (which will be a light green) will be a single
fold cover much like the G1 cover, showing two maps on the
inside (the dungeon is two levels). The interior booklet is
32 pages long, with the final page being perforated for
removal — this is the ‘Players’ Background Sheets’ which
gives background info on the game situation, a list of
potential characters (which can be used by the players in
preference to their own rolled characters, or as hireling/
henchmen), and tips on play for beginning D&Ders ...

... Games Workshop and Bryan Ansell have got together to
form Citadel Miniatures, a new miniatures company that
will be manufacturing several ranges of figures. Raf Partha
are already in production, but Citadel will also be
producing own ranges, including the Fiend Factory figures,
Fantasy Adventurers and Fantasy Specials. Citadel will
not be limiting production to SF/F figures, but also new
ranges of historical wargaming figures ...

... The Chaosium reports continuing expansion for
Runesquest. Creatures of Chaos 1 is the new Source Pack
and Apple Lane is a Scenario Pack giving a glimpse of the
Dragon Pass campaign. For board gamers the next
production will concern Mycenaean times where one turn
equals a generation, and each player is a son of a royal
house attempting to become an Agamemnon or other
high king ...

... good news for Traveller fans is that it is now being manufactured
under licence from GDW by Games Workshop with a significant price drop on the USA import. Also being
printed in the UK are Mercenary (book 4) and 1001
Characters (Supplement 1). Meanwhile GDW are working on
Kinun, a Traveller adventure set aboard a star cruiser ...

... Fantasy Games Unlimited have just released Dastrier, a
card system for individual combat in Chivalry & Sorcery ...
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Dear WD,

I am sure everybody remembers Don Turnbull’s ‘Monstermark System’ published in White Dwarf 1–3. Since then, there has been no serious challenge to it in your magazine, and this placid acceptance worries me.

Before we go any further, don’t get me wrong; the system is outstanding in its ability to calculate a melee value for most monsters, and as long as a monster has no special abilities other than those increasing its punch in close combat, the system is virtually flawless. Even so, it falls very short when taking into account other types of special abilities.

For example, consider the Owl Bear and Ogre Mage, with A values of 113.1 and 53.1 respectively. The M values are given as 169.7 for the Owl Bear and 108.2 for the Ogre Mage, and assuming this was not a typo, there is something very wrong. The hug of the Owl Bear is given a multiplier of 1½, while the combined magical abilities of the Ogre Mage is given a multiplier of 2. No rationale is given either for these seemingly arbitrary values or for the dismissal of the ability of the latter monster’s cold blast to drop most characters of levels 1–3 in its tracks (even if the saving throw is made) before they are able to close to melee range!

Another glaring inaccuracy is inherent in a statement about the Ochre Jelly (White Dwarf 1, p.11): “Its only special property is that weapon hits cause it to multiply — and who, moderately familiar with dungeon lore, is daft enough to go hitting Ochre Jellies with swords?”

What Mr. Turnbull is saying is that vulnerability to melee hits is worthless in his system, a notion that runs counter to the whole foundation of the system. I’ve seen parties in more than one game demolished because they encountered an OJ and were unable to flee. Only the slow (3”/4”) speed of the OJ diminishes its destructive potential in a normal encounter.

Why, one might also ask, does the Shadow (which cannot be struck with non-magical weapons, and is immune to the two best first level attack spells) receive the piddly rating of 82? Does everyone in Mr. Turnbull’s game start out with a magical weapon?

Just as “an experience system based on hit dice should be questioned” (White Dwarf 1, p.10), so also should a rating system based on melee modified by a random number multiplier. The omission of a logical integration of the value of special abilities is not necessarily fatal, but it definitely mars what would be an otherwise excellent system. The Monstermark System is excellent for what it covers, but as it is, it is far from complete.

Yours sincerely,
James Ronco, Valparaiso, USA.

-- Perhaps, James, you would like to complete Don’s system for the benefit of our readers...?  Ed.

Dear WD,

I felt I should write regarding Mr. Sapienza’s letter in White Dwarf 8 about damage inflicted by crossbow vs. longbows. He states in the letter that he based his original hits for a crossbow on his opinion and not hard facts, he goes on to say that he adjusted these hits by reading an article in Strategy & Tactics, I have been a regular subscriber to S&T for a number of years now and I have found them to be a long way from 100% accurate in everything they write. The S&T team tackle every aspect of military history from biblical to space warfare in their articles and whilst they obviously put a lot of effort into the facts they put forward, they should not be used as the last word on anything. If a reader goes through their magazines he will find many contradictions particularly in the way of ballistics.

Anybody who wants a realistic representation of the power of the different types of bow should select a number of medieval books and draw his own conclusions. Medieval Warfare by Terence Wise is a very good book to start with.

Yours sincerely,
John Smart, Chigwell, Essex

Dear WD,

Concerning the Coffer Corpse featured in the Fiend Factory in White Dwarf 8. Don Turnbull questions whether the players should be affected by fear. When I first created this monster it was with the intention of making it a challenging surprise to the players in my campaign. A lot of this challenge is based upon the assumption that the players don’t know its specifications.

Thus, after the Cleric in the party has found this ‘zombie’ more difficult to deal with than expected, and the Corpse has casually strangled someone to death apparently paying no heed to the desperate attacks on its back by the rest of the party (normal weapons having no real effect), the players might be very relieved when they finally ground it with a critical hit. However, when it rises next round and the mercenaries flee I thought it would be better to let the players themselves decide whether to follow their hirings or bravely fight on, this method being preferable to binding them with a die roll.

This is obviously dependant upon the players not having ‘read up’ the monster and if the situation is otherwise I would suggest, at the risk of sounding inconsistent, that player-characters, too, should roll for fear.

Incidentally, the Coffer Corpse was designed to suit my campaign requirements and DMs should feel free to modify it to suit their purposes. For instance, the number of hit dice could be altered, possibly dependant upon the level of the corpse before death. I would also recommend adding a twist or two to encounters, by having the stinking rail with disease for example; or am I insulting your imagination...?

Yours sincerely,
Simon Eaton, Bracknell, Berks.

Dear WD,

I recently conducted a survey of D&D and fantasy games players through Trollcrusher and News from Bree. I asked people to list the basic four character classes in order of preference. A few gave only first choice. The result is tabulated below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character Class</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Fourth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magic User</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleric</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thief</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We would be interested to conduct our own survey concerning all character classes and sub-classes. Please send us your first three choices from Fighters, Paladins, Rangers, Clerics, Druids, Magic-Users, Illusionists, Thieves, Assassins, Monks, Bards, Barbarians, Half-Beast, etc. We will print the result next issue.

Yours sincerely,
Lew Pulipher, London
A BAR-ROOM BRAWL
~D&D STYLE
by Lew Pulsipher

At Games Day III Nick Slope entertained me with an account of a bar-room brawl he had refereed using some western gunfight rules. It occurred to me that a similar thing could be devised, based on Dungeons & Dragons rules, and Dragonmeet 1 in August 1978 gave me a chance to try it. I borrowed from Nick the idea of giving each ready-made character a special objective to aid to the usual experience point goals, and the game proved rather popular. For those of you who would like to stage your own D&D bar-room brawl, here is a description of the game. (The board, tokens and character cards are provided in the centre spread which can be pulled out, mounted on card, and cut into individual components. The game can be visually enhanced by using miniature figures for all the characters instead of the tokens.)

Preparation

The referee should place the accessory markers on the board in the following positions (" indicates hex or part of hex on the balcony):

- 
  - Tables: C3-4, C15-16, D7, D10, D13, G9, G12, G15, H19, J8.
  - Potted Plants: B11, C5-6, J17 (on bar), J18.
  - Torches: B8, B13, E6-7, K10.
  - Sand Buckets: B5, E7, F7, J18, K18.

Small Cauldrons of Hot Stew: both on K6 (hanging over log fire).

Setting the Scene

First, the referee describes the scene to the players and gives each of them one of the 15 character cards (with all the information concerning personality, movement, AC, etc.) and the correspondingly numbered play token (see centre spread).

The board is a hex-grid plan of a tavern in a relatively abandoned area, but could be in a city (beware the watch) or elsewhere. The ground floor is stone-buffed; the upper floor is of timber, including the bedrooms which open off the balcony. The balcony itself runs around three sides, going above the doorway (the only place where tokens can move under the balcony), its floor is 8 feet above ground level. The chandeliers, 10 feet high, are connected via rope and hooks to a fastening behind the bar from which they can be raised or lowered (or cut down...). The players place their figures standing at the bar or seated at a table. A seated character should be placed on a chair marker rather than beside it.

The non-player characters controlled by the referee are as follows:

7. Ogre: 15 hits, AC5, size L, club for 1-10, 3 hexes. The giant rats summoned by the wererat have 1, 2, 3, and 4 hits, damage 1-3, AC7, 4 hexes. All the non-player characters except the ogre move 4 hexes per round.

The appearance of each figure is described to the group and then order writing begins.

How To Play

The referee should keep a separate list of the important factors such as speed, AC, hit bonus, and alignment, using the number identification. Players write their orders on separate sheets with the identification at twice, the first is a list of all or any non-player characters. The orders are read in numerical order each turn, though all actions are considered to be simultaneous. A move of one square is indicated by writing the grid reference. Facing is indicated by a circled grid reference. Players can also write simple orders such as "follow the elf". There are two order sessions each melee round, one for movement and a second for combat. Only one figure is allowed in a hex in most circumstances.

Otherwise standard D&D rules and common sense are used.

If an unusual event like a falling chandelier or thrown chair occurs, the result should be figured as seems logical in the circumstances. This applies to movement of non-player characters as well. The ogre listed last among the characters was designed to appear at the door if things slow down too much.

Previous Incidents

The Dragonmeet games lasted three hours and were quite tiring to referee. With fewer players, or with first level characters or more forceful magic, the game would last a shorter time. Anyone who wants to run a game can make up his own characters and objectives if any of the players have read this.

I ran the barrat twice, the first a player with only five players including myself (3 characters each). It would be too much to describe an entire brawl, but some incidents are worth describing. For example, to begin the first brawl the monk leaped over the bar and killed the bar-keeper's daughter. At the same time the female barbarian walked over to the elf MU and asked why he was ruining her dinner. She then drew her sword but hit only air, and the elf managed to charm her. He told her to give him the sword; when she complied he grabbed it and died, having received 6 hits owing to the difference in alignments.

Later the same lass, now recovered, levitated and cut down a chandelier right on top of the druid. But he managed to get out alive despite being in a melee at the time. No one tried to swing on a chandelier, unfortunately.

In the second brawl our female friend began by grabbing her chair while levitating. She climbed over the balcony rail, threw the chair at someone, threw a plant at someone else, and then shot her bow at anyone in sight for the rest of the game.

The evil cleric and man-hating female MU began in adjacent chairs in the first brawl. Naturally, considering his objective, he propositioned her, she set her dog on him. The cleric was luckier the second time. He propositioned the female assassin, who offered to "do it" for 100 g.p. They went into the kitchen and after a time she tried to stab him as he pushed her cut the door and blocked it.

The goblin was a prime target for the dwarf's hammer. But the dwarf died, and the goblin's armour began to heat up (nasty druid); so he climbed over the bar and poured a bucket of water over himself before returning to the fray.

Oh, well, at least nobody ordered a glass of milk. Now that's the way to start a bar-room brawl!
Designed & Approved For Use Especially With DUNGEONS & DRAGONS™

2 DUNGEON TAC CARDS. 160 cards provide quick reference to 350 D&D character and equipment systems. Action cards have guidelines on grappling, climbing, swimming, etc. $3.95

14 READY REF SHEET BOOKLET. A compendium of the Judges Guildmember Guidelines on D&D, issued in addition to the Campaign Hexagon Booklet, includes combat charts, wizards guide, construction costs, character checks, and much more. 56 pages. $2.99

27 TEGEL MANOR. A scenario about a huge haunted house with large map of manor and room plans. Plus room descriptions. One quest. $4.50

28 JUDGES SHIELD. A reference screen for D&D monster statistics, hit locations, encounter points, and much more; 3 cardboard pieces cut together to serve as a screen to hide a judge's secret material. $4.50

35 CHARACTER CHRONICLE CARDS. Useful reference for players and Judges Guild characters in a handy 2½" x 3½" size. One hundred cards in a pack. $1.50

47 CAMPAIGN HEXAGON SYSTEM. A group 2 ¼" x 11¼" bound booklet of 35 tight grids may be subdivided into smaller hexfields for mapping D&D campaign area. Plus cards of fantastic terrain guidelines. $2.50

52 THIEVES OF FORTRESS BADABASOR. 32-page booklet details Fortress Badabasor and its five dungeon levels. Includes guidelines on traps & tactics. $1.00

55 GENCON IX DUNGEON. 32-page booklet detailing the preliminary and final tournament dungeons used at 1976 Lake Geneva Convention. $3.50

59 VILLAGE BOOK I. Consists of over 40 villages in a 64-page booklet. Features new rules for farming and random village generation, plus more. $2.75

60 CASTLE BOOK I. Includes over 40 castles on numbered hexes. Contains rules for random generator, garrisons, siege & equipment, and more. $2.75

65 ISLAND BOOK I. Contains over 40 islands on numbered hex grids. Rules for random inhabitants, flora, fauna, terrain features and more. $2.75

62 CITY STATE OF THE INVINCIBLE OVERLORD. Revised edition of one of our most popular RPG products at a reduced price. Includes large 22½" x 22½" Judges' and players' map of the City State, a 12¼" x 17¼" map of the Dwarf King and 6½" x 11¼" player map, plus 10 dungeon levels, huge 80 page book listed hundreds of shops, NPCs and social systems. $10.00

68 CITADEL OF FIRE. 32-page booklet based on a wizard's tower complete with 6 tower levels and 5 dungeon levels. $3.00

76 THE FANTASTIC WILDERLANDS B 7½" x 5½" guide to a map of the Wilderlands. Plus, a 32-page booklet describing villages, and campaign guidelines. $8.00

71 FRONTIER PORTS OF KELNORD, by Dave Serling. 32-page booklet takes you on a grand fantasy adventure each time you play a scenario. Graduate level of description to match any level of adventure party. $3.00

WE ALSO STOCK PRODUCTS FROM:

- Foli, TSR, Gygax, GDW, Melagaming, Aladdin
- Frontline Publications, Little Nibbler Reprints, Phoenix Games, SPI, Avalon Hill, Glorantha, Grenadier, Chudley, Avalon, Calico, Atlantic, Flying Buffalo, and OTHERS.

OTHER RPG PRODUCTS

37 FIRST FANTASY CAMPAIGN. By Dave Ameno. A 22-page book and huge wilderlands campaign map (1 each for Judge and players) tracing history and development of the original fantasy role-playing campaign by the originator of the fantasy adventure concept. Many new rules guidelines for fair generation, character interests, army making, etc. $7.95

40 JUDGES GUILD T-SHIRT. Adult Size. $3.75

42 JUDGES GUILD T-SHIRT. Child Size. $3.75

42 GUILDMEMBER BUTTON. Picture a drawn sword and JUDGES GUILDMEMBER. $2.50

584a WILDERLANDS HEX SHEETS. Four 1½" x 2½" numbered hex grid sheets (printed both sides for a total of 8 grids) for use in mapping for wilderlands. $1.00

65 SEA STEERS & WAVE RIDERS. Two sheets (2½" x 2½") of 20 different ships, small craft, and equipment ranging from small boats to Viking longships. Right down to the individual planks and wail heads. In 25mm scale for use with miniature figures in Medieval and fantasy war gaming. A 32-page book with extensive technical descriptions, historical information, and gaming aids. $6.50

68 WAR CRY AND BATTLE LUST! A 32-page set of miniature rules including reference charts, play aids, and army organization sheets. Suitable for armies from ancient era through medieval. A basic set of simple rules emphasizing action and quick resolution. $4.00

69 FLOTTILLA ONE. The same sheet (2½" x 2½") used in Sea Steers and Wave Riders (12 different items) packaged four per product for a grand total of 80 items. $4.00

576 SIR BANKS'S DECEASED. 6-page miniatures. $1.00

JG JOURNALS

45 Judges Guild Journal I. $8.00
46 Judges Guild Journal II. $8.00
47 Judges Guild Journal III. $8.00
48 Judges Guild Journal IV. $8.00
49 Judges Guild Journal V. $8.00
50 Judges Guild Journal VI. $8.00
51 Judges Guild Journal VII. $8.00
52 Judges Guild Journal VIII. $8.00
53 Judges Guild Journal IX. $8.00
54 Judges Guild Journal X. $8.00
55 Judges Guild Journal XI. $8.00
56 Judges Guild Journal XII. $8.00
57 Judges Guild Journal XIII. $8.00
58 Judges Guild Journal XIV. $8.00
59 Judges Guild Journal XV. $8.00
60 Judges Guild Journal XVI. $8.00

ORDERING PROCEDURES

Ordering Procedures

UK Customers Contact: Other Customers Contact
Judges Guild Games Workshop, Judges Guild
Doling Road, 1165 N. University Ave. [2] Doling Road
Decatur, Illinois 62522

We ship your order the same day it is received by 1st Class Mail or by United Parcel Service. If the order is over $25.00, you are given a street address only, in case the weight necessitates UPS. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to write.

Minimum order for games, 1 box and all it costs $2.00. Minimum order for any other order that includes miniatures is $10.00. However, orders over $25.00 must be in addition to the minimums to make the $10.00 minimum.

There is no additional charge for U.S., Canada, APO and FPO. Exception: Poster prints require a $1.00 per order postal charge (up through 5 posters). Foreign orders will be sent surface mail unless the foreign air mail service is selected. Any order must include $3.00 of postage for $5.00 or less, $6.00 for $10.00 or more, $9.00 for $25.00 or more, and so on, to ensure delivery.

Orders from Illinois must include 5% sales tax on all items except subscriptions and magazines.

Rulesbooks, games, and aids will be back ordered if out of stock and will be expecting more soon. Miniatures are limited only if the total out of stock miniatures add up to $10.00 or more. If we are unable to back order, a credit memo will be issued usable for a future order, or cash refunded.

Subscription items are not stock items as they are published. Judges Guild receives the Journal and fantasy material (including guidebook booklet and hexmap sheet).

Please mention WHITE DWARF when replying to advertisements.
FOR WAR, FANTASY AND SCIENCE-FICTION GAMING

Welcome to Skull Tower
Book of Denoms
Book of Monstrosities
Book of Sorcery
Lankham
Empire of the Patal Throne
Star-Probe
Star Empires
King Arthur's Knights
White Bear, Red Moon
Nemad Gods
Elric
Troy
Cosmic Encounter
C.E. Expansion Kits 1, 2 & 3
The Warlord Game (U.S.)
Warlord (U.K.)
Gamma World
Metamorphosis Alpha
Chivalry and Sorcery
C & S Source Book
C & S Swords and Sorcerers
Archworld
Warlocks and Spacemen
Sorcerers
Firestone
There and Back Again
The Man of the Dark Age
Microgames - Ogre, Chitin, Melee, Warp, War, Rifts, Olympia and Death
Teast, each
Wizard and G.E.V.

At last from S.P.I. the authorised simulation based on Tolkien's Lord of the Rings
Gondor
Sauron
War of the Ring
Middle Earth (all three)
The Sorcerers Cave (Philmar)
Stamship Troopers (Avalon Hill)

We have all our fantasy Sci-Fi figures on display in our showroom, including Minigigs, Asgard, Ral Partha, Heritage, Der Kriegspiefer, Archive and Minot.
All games are POST FREE. Accepting Barclaycard service.

LOW COST MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

- BOARD WARGAMES
- Role-playing Rules
- Miniatures Rules
- Dice Sets
- Archive Miniatures

Science Fiction
*Starfighter (GTG) £8.50
*Strange New Worlds 5 (B) £8.50
*For War (B) £15.50
*Voyage (B) £17.50
*Galactic War (TT) £25.00
*Cosmic Encounter K5.50
*Empire of the Skell Tower K2.50

Fantasy Games
*Middle Earth (SPI) £12.00
*War of the Ring (SPI) £16.90
*A Song of Fire & Ice (SPI) £17.90
*Didactic Voice (SPI) £15.50
*Gnome (GTG) £9.50
*Elektron (U.K) £9.50
*Star Probes (U.K) £12.90
*Starclub (U.K) £9.50
*Sparkology (GW) £9.50
*Dreadnought (U.K) £9.50
*Resurgam Last Battles (GW) £17.90
*Micro-Necromantica (TT) £1.50
*Crimes of the Damned (BBP) £6.50
*Utopia (B) £9.90

Board Wargames - Pre XXth Century
*Spartan Games (GW) £8.50
*Space Station (B) £10.90
*World of War (B) £7.50
*Galactic War (TT) £12.00
*Empire of the Skell Tower £12.00
*Armies of the World £10.50

Fantasy Dungeons and Dragons (TSR R)
*Players Handbook — Hardcover £7.50
*Player's Accessory Bag £6.50
*Adventurer's Vault £6.50
*Manual of Aid £6.50

Fantasy - Role Playing
Tunngle & Trolls (R) £1.36
Buffalo Castle (B) £1.86
Dungeons & Dragons 2nd Ed. £2.00
Deathstar Equalizer (GAS) £2.04
Shrink Ray (GAS) £2.04
C & S Source Book £5.95

S New Arrival
R Role Playing Rules
S Play Solo
B Boardgame
M Miniatures Rules

These were just some of our games.
Our catalogue contains details of virtually all games available in the U.K. Send £1 in stamps & £1.00 (or $2.00 to) for a copy to —

ESEDVIUM GAMES (IW)
2 Morley Road
FARNHAM Surrey GU9 8LY
Tel: Farnham 722269

We stock many games 'zines
Prices include UK/BFPO & p & p.

Please mention WHITE DWARF when replying to advertisements.
HUMANOID VARIATIONS

for Starships & Spacemen

by Charles Elsden of the original S&S crew
© Fantasy Games Unlimited 1978

Astromen or “Rocketheads” are Terran explorers who live in settlements on the borders of known space with picturesque names like Roberstown and Gordonsville. They are very patriotic and unusually heroic, with simple ideas of right and wrong. Impulsive, curious, and persistent, they scorn the bureaucracy of regular space fleet crews and fly their own small scout ships on missions of individualistic nature. Many have adopted idiosyncratic and eccentric behaviour modes from old Earth ethnic groups.

Tauran Priests are rational pacifists with extra contact and empathetic skills. The coming of the Vedeni called forth the old traditions in the Tauran culture that helped move them from ferocious emotional beings to the modern logicians we see in the current era. The great ones are highly respected, and revered then by their own race.

The Amazonia Union is a secret political society of humanoid women (including Zangids but excluding Vedeni) who are pledged to end present strife which they see as emanating from cultures overly influenced by patriarchal backgrounds. Once they reveal themselves to robots and androids they have a special charisma rating via a vis these otherdominated creatures. High minded members may disobey orders that go against their beliefs.

Tislak Adopters are a race of green skinned, blue haired nihilistic materialists who will “appropriate” anything from anyone. Well mannered but hopeless kleptomaniacs, they would join any cause but no one will have them. Their culture is an odd conglomeration of historical communities of other races which have been copied from historical records.

The Guardians are psionic masters who claim to guard a “door” to another galaxy. Their secret agents have infiltrated most races and try to stop any attempts at extra galactic travel. Latest reports indicate that the menace they claim to keep in check from the other galaxy is linked to the Vedeni crusade. Their secret planet Sharo-la is a base; they do not use advanced military mechanical devices but have stellar flight.

Vicossacks are tribal nomads who first settled many planets and then turned their backs on spaceships, preferring lush planets of barbaric splendor. They now spread when they wish via transport arrangements with Grilli merchants. Found in great variety in many solar systems, Vicossacks are macho, individualistic, and greedy. Often local types are used as holding forces or colonizers in local partnerships with star-faring races. They sometimes coexist with native races, who they make quite nervous by constant raiding activities.

Grilli are morally neutral space merchants from the Orion systems who resemble Terran brown bears but are only violent in self defense or extremely lucrative ambush-type incidents. They are interested mainly in profitable ventures and their loyalty can often be bought temporarily by promises of future rewards. They fly unarmed space freighters which are protected by interstellar treaties, as their activities are considered very important to both the Confederacy and the Zangid-Vedeni alliances.

Arcturan Firedrakes are amphibian lizardmen (one of tan has flame breath weapon) who are physically powerful but lack stellar flight. Their three planets change alliances frequently and not always together. They are happy to travel with others, but always try to steal stellar technology.

Zanoid Ultras are Zangids that have undergone genetic surgery and are equipped with a minor power (heat ray vision, extra strength, radiation-proof skin) but are disliked even by others of their race. The Confederacy considers such tampering immoral, even on androids or cyborgs.

Hellisan Demondroids are super robots linked to a giant computer matrix created by an unknown madman. They have stellar travel and attempt to capture all humanoids and use the organic brain cells to enhance the capacities of their communal being. With impervious metal skin (treat as battle armor) and heavily armed, they fly destroyers in hit and run raids, unable as of yet to make war on a major power. All humanoids will ally against them at any time.

If you want all the latest imports (DC, Marvel, and Warren), American and British sci-fi books, posters, D&D, masses of underground comix, games and mags, French magazines and books, badges, posters, etc... **this is the place to get them**

**FOREVER PEOPLE**

the largest sci-fi and comics shop outside London

59 Park Street, Bristol 1

Tel. 0272 25454

including a separate comics room with thousands of back issues.

For list send SAE

UK distributor for Metal Hurlant

Please mention WHITE DWARF when replying to advertisements
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RUNEQUEST

The Chaosium — £4.95

Another role-playing game, this time set in the bronze age world of Glorontha, scene of White Bear & Red Moon and Nomad Gods. The Runescape booklet contains 116 pages of well thought-out and comprehensive rules, together with a pullout section containing copies of all the tables that will be required in play.

Runescape starts with a short introduction to role-playing games and to the world of Glorontha, and continues with chapters on:
- Character generation
- Movement and melee
- Combat skills (and training)
- Basic magic
- Other skills (and training)
- Rune magic and the rune cults
- Monsters
- Monster Hoards

It is rounded off by a chapter of Referee notes containing hints on how to set up scenarios, together with various optional rules and assorted tables and items of information.

Character generation is quite complex, seven characteristics being rolled and ten bonuses being calculated from them. These bonuses, in turn, modify the character's basic untrained chance of doing various things. Thus a Perception bonus of 5% increases the character's chance of 5% of doing such things as finding hidden items, spotting traps and sensing ambushes. A character's chance of doing something is called a skill and characters advance in Runescape by successfully practising individual skills.

Combat is in twelve second melee rounds, the order in which blows are struck being determined by how far the combatants have moved, together with their size, dexterity and length of weapon. The chance of actually hitting with a weapon is the combatant's skill with that weapon less any skill the target has in defence, and a wide variety of weapons are available which have different basic chances of hitting, different lengths, and which do differing amounts of damage when they hit. It is possible to parry blows either with shield or weapon and a successful parry will mean that the blow has no effect. Blows which hit do damage in particular locations, the damage being reduced by any armour which is worn at that location. Arms and legs which take more damage than they have hit points become useless, and excessive damage to the head or torso results in the combatant dying within two turns if he is not cured.

There are two forms of Basic Magic in Runescape — spell casting and spirit combat. Spells are taught by the rune cults and characters must be trained in the spell they want to cast before they can cast it. Spirit combat can be performed without any training, but to gain any advantage from spirit combat the character needs a spell SPIRIT BINDING to bind the spirit to serve him. Magical attack, whether by casting spells or by spirit combat requires the use of Power (a rolled characteristic) and the chances of a successful magical attack are determined by comparing the attacker's Power with the target's Power: if they are the same there is a 50% chance of success, if the attacker's Power is greater by one there is a 55% chance of success, and so on. As with other skills, successful magical attack leads to increased chance of success in future attacks — in this case it leads to increased Power.

Rune magic is a god-aided form of magic which may only be practiced by priests of the rune cults. A character may join a cult as a rune priest when he has a power of 15 or better, can read and write his native tongue, and is able to convince the examiner of his dedication to the cult and its goals. On becoming a priest he will gain training in the use of rune magic and he will also gain a spirit ally to help him. A character who has a power of 15 or better, has attained 90% ability in at least five skills, and can convince the examiner of his dedication to

OPEN BOX

OPEN BOX examines Science Fiction and Fantasy games and rulebooks currently in the shops. The reviews have been written by either independent authorities or members of the White Dwarf Test Panel. The OVERALL figures on a 1–10 scale, rates the game itself taking all factors into consideration.

DIMENSION SIX

Dimension Six Inc. — £6.95

This two-player game consists of a box, two playing boards which are of good quality card, a pad of ships' logs, two sheets of 120 counters, one D6 and a rules booklet.

The boards have all the necessary combat matrices printed on them which speeds play up no end. One of the boards represents ordinary space showing the two home planets and a few unclaimed ones, the second board represents a planetless Dimension Six — a parallel plane in which only hand-to-hand combat can take place and ships move by means of a Dimension Six travel tube built at the beginning of each turn.

Players can prospect on planets in normal space for Deltium in order to manufacture powerful missiles on their home planets. They can also use ships to build spaceships and outposts to defend conquered planets. Planets are conquered by landing friendly ships on them while they are undefended or by destroying occupying enemy ships. Simple isn't it? In fact too simple. To build outposts/spaceships a player has to keep a few ships stationary without participating in combat for a few turns and they appear at that spot. To construct missiles two units of Deltium must be transported from the mining planet to the home base and next turn a missile is created. There are no energy/currency limitations on what you build so usually the game starts off with a race by the scout ships to find Deltium on the unoccupied planets while the big ships get ready to build outposts/spaceships to guard these acquisitions.

The combat begins when opposing scout ships meet while trying to prospect the same planet. Then it is up to the players as to whether they have one enormous battle there and then or try some tactical play involving Dimension Six.

The game as it stands would be ideal for young SF enthusiasts who would like to try boardgaming.

Overall: 5

Jacek Gabrioleczki
the cult and its goals may, instead, join the cult as a rune lord. Rune lords may not use rune magic but they do gain a spirit ally and may cast on the god to get them out of nasty situations. They also gain access to improved armour and weapons, and they may improve their abilities in fighting skills past 100%.

The monsters in the Runequest booklet consist of some three dozen intelligent monsters, twenty unintelligent or undead monsters and a dozen assorted riding animals. Just like the characters, the monsters have rolled characteristics, bonuses and skills. Like characters they can increase their ability at a skill by practicing it some time, and the intelligent ones can use armour and weapons, cast spells and join rune cults. Averages for the monster's characteristics are provided together with the skills, spells, armour and weapons normally chosen to speed up the referee's task of monster creation. The Runequest monster system is simple enough to allow monsters from other sources to be easily converted by those who feel that there isn't enough variety in the monsters provided, and it has the virtues of allowing monsters of a given type to vary widely and of allowing any intelligent monster to be played as a character.

A system of grading monsters according to their toughness is provided, and a set of tables is given based on this which allows monsters to be randomly generated. Needless to say, the amount of treasure a monster can have can vary wildly using these tables, and a weak monster can have a fortune while a tough one is impoverished. This is one area of the rules which could use some revision — potential referees should use these tables with caution.

I have run some short scenarios using these rules: one with pre-rolled "experienced" characters (a great troll, an ogre, a scorpion man and a tuskbrother) attacking a dragonet slave train, the others being with genuine player-rolled characters. Currently the local Runequest group contains two ogres, two humans, an elf, a minotaur, a tuskbrother and a barbarian duck, who have decided that dishonesty is the best policy, and that they should join or form a band of brigands.

These are a set of rules which I can recommend as a good alternative to Dungeons & Dragons. Using the Runequest rules, a campaign can be set up simply and quickly with little effort to the referee. There is no need to set up a vast underground complex before play can start nor is there any need to set up a complex social structure as in Chivalry & Sorcery. What must be provided before play starts is a set of encounters which will give the characters a chance to practice their skills, and storylines to justify the encounters and give them some atmosphere.

Overall: 9

Jim Donohoe

MIDDLE EARTH

SPI – £12.00

This is the SPI attempt to get Tolkien's Lord of the Rings into game form. As such it is one of the most artisitic games they have ever published, and one of the easiest to learn how to play. None are not experienced with SPI games. However, it is also one of the best balanced games they have ever put out.

First, a physical description of the whole thing. The Middle Earth box includes War of the Ring, which is £8.50 when purchased separately, and which simulates the Trilogy; Gondor, which is £5.00 separately and simulates the battle of Minas Tirth; and Sauron, also £5.00 when bought separately, which simulates the Elves & men vs. Mordor at the end of the Second Age, when Isildur, Elendil, Anarion, and Gil-galad defeated Sauron.

War of the Ring is the star feature of the game set. It includes a map of Middle-Earth so nicely adapted to SPI's hexagonal system that it could well be used for other Middle-Earth-type campaigns with little trouble. There is a set of counters representing every character mentioned in the Trilogy (and a few that aren't) with the exceptions of Ghan-buri-ghan, Treebeard, and a few others. In a large departure from what SPI normally does, each character also has a card included giving his/her characteristics, along with a Tim Kirk drawing of that character. The characteristics include Combat ability, Morale, Endurance (i.e. Hit Points in D&D terms), Ring Rating (how well the character can wear the ring until he/she turns into a Ringwraith), and, if the character is capable of it, a Sorcery rating.

Character cards included: a set of Magic cards, representing the various foes the Fellowship had to fight that Sauron did not have direct control over (Shelob, the Balrog, the Barrow-wight, etc.); a set of event cards, which players use to create and make use of the various spontaneous events that occurred in the Trilogy (and several that did not); and Search cards, which specify which provinces Sauron can search for the Fellowship players (who try to remain unidentified, i.e. their counters are face-down).

The game plays smoothly enough, and since most of the more difficult things to remember are either printed on the mapboard or on an information sheet given to each player, there is usually little trouble in following the rules.

But the basic problem with the game is two-fold:

1) To play the game optimally, one must follow strategies that little resemble those in the Trilogy, e.g. try to kill Gandalf the Grey as soon as possible (so he can come back Gandalf the White). Use Shadowfax to ride into Mordor, etc. Sauron out of Isengard as soon as possible to attack the Ringbearer, and so forth.

2) The game, if played by two players of more-or-less equal skill, is heavily weighted on the side of the Fellowship player. Unless the Dark Power player is very conversant with the rules and/or has played many more games than the Fellowship player, the Fellowship player will almost always win.

Of course, it is not forlorned from the beginning that the Fellowship player will win, but there are far more combinations of Magic cards and Event cards that when discovered/selected at the right time lead to a Fellowship win than there are to a Dark Power player win.

Perhaps the reason this did not come to SPI's notice is that there are two games in one for War of the Ring. (Well, three, actually, if you count the three-player version where Saruman is played by a separate player.) The first version is the character version — it just deals with the Fellowship, the Nazgul, Saruman, the Mouth of Sauron, and occasional sundry Orcs. This is the simplest version to play, and the one that I have based my above observations on.

The second version is the campaign version. It includes ALL the characters in the Trilogy, plus the armies they command (if any), plus even more event cards. I've only played this version twice, and while both times the Fellowship player won, I cannot honestly say that it is as unbalanced as the character version is without further testing.

The other two games in the Middle Earth set are less exotic than War of the Ring, but more traditional in their playing style. Gondor, depicting the last day or so of the siege of Minas Tirith, is a moderately good siege game. It suffers a bit from too much realism — there are a touch too many things to keep track of (for me, anyway). The other game, TolkiensFan) such as boiling oil, fire bombs, severed heads, reinforcements, the spells of the Nazgul and Gandalf, and so forth. But it seemed to play nicely — the rules were clear enough when we came to any glitches in play.

Sauron is a bit less complicated and a bit more fun, since really very little is said about the battle in the Trilogy or in the Silmarillion. There are a few magic weapons, and Sauron had his magic spells, but it is no more difficult to play than a mass-combat D&D scenario is.

Sauron and Gondor have a set of Standard Rules, that is, rules that apply to them both, and each game has a set of Exclusive rules, that is, rules that apply to that game only. It makes learning how to play both games extremely easy.

All in all, I'd say the game set Middle Earth is only fair. Tolkien deserves much better.

Overall: 5

Bill Seligman
OPEN BOX
Continued from page 19

DUNGEON MODULES

TSR Hobbies Inc

D1 (Descent into the Depths of the Earth) — £2.25
D2 (Shrine of the Kuo-Toa) — £2.25
D3 (Vault of the Drow) — £2.75

(Prices are those of the U.K. printing now available)

If the G Modules are imaginatively planned, the product of much creative thought and excellent value for money, the D Modules are doubly so. In format and style they are very similar to the G Modules but are at once more expansive in their scope, less convergent in their setting and — oh heavens! — even tougher.

For the first time the designer indicates the scope of his thinking — each module contains a large scale referee’s map, 1 mile to a hex, which indicates a huge complex of hundreds of miles of underground tunnels and Encounter Areas. (The G Modules are set just off the south-east edge of this map). There are ten Encounter Areas in the main area of the map, and these are the areas covered in these three Modules (so value for money is even better than before), in addition to a full description of a major Encounter Area in each module, there are also at least two minor Encounter Areas. Also marked on the referee’s map (but not on the players’ version, which contains much more information than the areas encompassed in the Modules) are over forty other major and minor Encounter Areas; these are either areas which are left to the DM to design or are to be the subject of future Modules to be published by TSR. If they are eventually planned to cover all forty-odd, Gary Gygax has some task awaiting him, and the public (for I have no doubt that these Modules will be very popular) can look forward to many more Modules to come.

The designer’s intention is again that the Modules should be treated as parts of an evolving campaign, and though it is possible to handle them individually this might put the adventuring party at a disadvantage for there are artifacts to be found in D1 and D2 which could be useful in D3. In effect, we have here the fourth, fifth and sixth parts of an infinitely-long progressive campaign scenario to which the Giants were mere curtain-raiser. The seventh part, announced as Queen of the Demonweb Pits which is to follow soon, takes the scenario one terrifying step further.

To return to a previous theme, it’s a pity these (early?) modules are suitable only for parties of high-level characters (D3 is designed for 8 or 9 characters of average 10th level). This means that few DMs will be able to run them with characters which have genuinely attained those dizzy heights (though DMs who run ‘give-away’ dungeons will no doubt let parties run amok through them and look for even stronger scenarios) unless a DM confers ‘brevet ranks’. Yet they are such good examples of imaginative design that it would be a shame if they weren’t used (for sheer design skills, they put almost everything else I have seen well into the shade). Are the other forty-plus to be even tougher? I hope not, though they will of course have to be reasonably compatible with D1-D3 because geographically they are close by. I will leave this problem in the capable hands of the designer . . .

I look forward with great enthusiasm to receiving more Modules from TSR — if these constitute an example of their quality, no discerning D&D enthusiast should be without them. You won’t regret adding them to your collection, and don’t be surprised if they eclipse in quality most of the material you already have.

Overall: 10

Don Turnbull

TREASURE CHEST

by Billy Orr

Armour class: 9
Movement: 20"
Hit Dice: 2D8
Alignment: lawful/good
Intelligence: highly

Peacemakers are humans whose only object in life is to put an end to fighting. They have automatic ‘Protection’ spells which make them immune to magical and weapon attacks (though Dispel Magic would remove the protection). When they meet a group of player-characters, or even monsters, Peacemakers will make one attempt to persuade them to give up adventuring and get a nice peaceful job instead. This should be treated as a Charm spell; any character failing to make his saving roll will throw down his weapons and try to return to the surface. Characters are allowed further saving rolls at intervals depending on their intelligence. Peacemakers never fight and will try to escape if they fail to charm their victim(s) and their protection has been negated.

WEIRDO

by Ian McDowell

Armour class: 9
Movement: 20"
Hit Dice: 2D8
Alignment: chaotic, but neither good nor evil
Intelligence: highly

These bioxes can talk any language and are somewhat demented. They are dressed in rags and are normally cowering insanely or sitting absentmindedly in thought. They are quite willing to talk with anyone they meet and form a good source of information, though that information will usually be cryptic. If they are attacked they will flee screaming for help and alerting everyone within earshot of the character’s presence. They are completely harmless humans, though you would never believe it to meet one.
THE FRIEND
by Trevor Mendham

Armour class: 9
Movement: 10"
Hit Dice: 2D8
Alignment: lawful/good
Intelligence: low

The Friend resembles a playful young girl, only she has exceptional mental powers. She is to be found roaming the dungeon corridors. When she meets a party, she will take control of their minds (no save allowed) and make them put their nasty weapons in a pile on the floor, in case they accidentally hurt someone. The Friend will then make them all feel very happy and they will dance about the corridor, laughing merrily.

When a wandering monster—charmed by the noise—arrives (which one certainly will within 6 turns), the Friend again exerts her influence and they will all play merrily together. After a short time, the Friend skips off down the corridor, leaving the new 'Friends' to play with each other. And its mental control goes with it. The joke—if it is to the unfortunate adventurers—is that as the Friend decides to leave the party, they will find themselves weaponless dancing around with a bear or an umber hulk which suddenly decides it isn't friendly after all.

Ring of Arms
by Stephen Baker

This magical ring is made of platinum and shaped like a lizard's tail in a circle. The apparent value is 100 g.p. When this very useful ring is placed on a character he feels nothing for about an hour and then he finds that his clothes are getting tight at about four inches below the armpits and generally around his chest area. When he removes his armour or clothes, etc., he finds two lumps, one on each side of his body, that are hard and boney. At this time they start to irritate slightly. If he takes the ring off the lumps will disappear with a lot of discomfort and pain. If the DM wishes to lower the player's dexterity while he is hampered by the pain, that is up to him. If, however, the player elects to keep the ring on, about an hour later he will acquire two extra arms which of course is very useful, especially to a warrior or thief.

After a little practice he will be able to fight with two weapons and two shields thus making a double attack and defence in a round. He could also climb twice as fast. The limits of the character are connected with his dexterity, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dexterity</th>
<th>Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 or below</td>
<td>Only simple tasks (climbing, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 10</td>
<td>Can use three tasks and one weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 12</td>
<td>Can use two weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 - 14</td>
<td>Can use three weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15+</td>
<td>Can use four weapons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the ring is removed the arms disappear in about two hours.

Do you enjoy having sand kicked in your face? Then this is the character class for you!

The Weakling
by H. Watson and P. Marjoram

All humanoids are eligible for this class. Weaklings cannot carry anything, not even treasure (except 10 g.p.'s weight of gems, jewellery, etc.), because they are far too weak. They cannot wear armour. They are too frightened to enter into combat and will not carry weapons of any kind even if charmed, this includes missile weapons of any sort. Weaklings will not go near anything which is too noisy, too big, or anything that is alight or magical. On top of all this they have a habit of running away in sticky situations, or when facing hostile creatures, including members of their own party who shout at them. Weaklings do, however, have the use of a few spells. Should any character wish to be a weakling, his strength, constitution, dexterity and charisma must all be 7 or below.

Spells
Pity: The victims of this spell will take pity on the caster and will not attack him or his party unless physically threatened. The victim may (70%) also donate approach, one tenth of its treasure to the party. Duration 5 moves, range 80 ft.

Speed: This spell enables the caster to run at double speed when running away from pursuers. Duration 3 moves.

Cover in Shadows: This spell enables the caster to merge into the shadows, thus making him virtually invisible. Duration 4 moves.

Light: As all weaklings are afraid of the dark, this spell is a necessity. Duration 3 turns plus the level of the weakling.

Experience
Weaklings gain experience for not running away from foes, and for casting spells.

Experience gained for casting spells:
Pity — 10 points per HD of foe (only if successful)
Speed — 30 points
Cover in Shadows — 20 points
Light — 10 points

Whenever a weakling faces a foe the table below must be consulted to determine whether or not he runs away.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HD of Foe</th>
<th>% Chance of Running Away</th>
<th>Experience Gained Through Staying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6+</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7+</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8+</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - 10</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 12</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 - 16</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 - 20</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21+</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: the foe's HD must be totalled together, e.g. if a weakling meets 5 times 1HD monsters or humanoids, treat as one times 5HD monster.

Spells usable in 1 day (1 week for Wilderness adventures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Experience Points</th>
<th>Spells usable in 1 day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>Light, Cover in Shadows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>Cover in Shadows, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>32,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>64,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>240,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>350,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>Pity, Speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: These spells are cumulative, e.g. a 3 Stone Weakling would be able to use 2 Light spells and 2 Cover in Shadows spells. Hit Points = 1 per level.
Chapter Four: TOWARDS THE STONEFINGERS

Hero and his men, seeking to save their city from the wrath of Hagon's curse with swords and the strange, talismanic "Sawn Bones", have besotted the witches of Gremgorn Forest. They now continue north on the dubious advice of coven queen Mother Sulphur...

In the north the forest changed. The trees were higher, darker, though still close-bracketed; the trail seemed to grow smoother. When they left the forest's dread laid in shapeless amid musky trunks, here the trees themselves proffered close like petting giants which at any moment might burst out the life of the small fry who strid among them. Hero, tallest of the band, felt less tall; the silent pressure of the great trees diminished him all. No sensation of hauteur, nor even of being watched; nothing but a vast indifference. As the darkness grew, so gradually slowed the horses; they stood in low murmurs; they pressed close together for companionship. Anvar, with a definite look about him, gulped wine from his flask.

In the dark stillness, they heard the howling and banging from afar — and then the three- reinforced eerie sound of the howls made sound of a hunt far behind, but in that brooding silence it was shocking, as though the howls were motor-driven, through some deeply haunted hovel. Howls clashed on the howl, dry ground of the trail, the wild scent of carrion drawing nearer along the same path they tread.

"They come for us," said Hero.

"Open battle we'll have," said Purico. "Slow in the night the right we've sufficed also. And now we're to be hunted!"

"A mortal insult," said Madoc, adding drily, "Wasn't it clever in them to leave the trail?"

"Carrion as seen above, they call Purico and urged his horse into the trees. At Hero's nod the men followed, but already the howling was close, on either side and all around. Great wild boar run across the trail ahead, as though in warning; no other could be seen, but the trees were alive with pandering, yelping and deep, tail-throated howls. Howling came howler howling, until another flourished on his horn the hunter rode into view. For all that he wore a common green cloak and his horse wore any other, this was no ordinary man. There was in his eyes which even Hero could not look upon; something which heralded a being of Power.

"Who stands in my path?" came his hollow voice.

"None of you wish you kill," replied Hero, striving to meet those piercing eyes. "Pass by in good peace." What was this fear which shrank him as a dog-sharks his prey?

"Ach, more by the gods," said the Hunter softly; and all the dogs fell silent. "It's seldom they do more than curse at my pauper. For your courage I give you fair coin: you are misted. This way leads only to a pixy-valley, where the monster that begets these howls has its lair. Take one end of you all. Turn back, and take the middle way.

"Many thanks," said Hero. "You go to aid the pixy-valley, then, lord?"

"Aid? Aid?" The hounds bayed in unison.

"I give no aid, mortal. I hunt, following my whim in all things."

"I thank you for your whim," Hero wanted nothing more than to escape those terrible eyes. And now the Hunter gave a caustic laugh which rang among the trees:

"Oh aye, aye, my whim aids you. But where I give I take away." Again the freezing laughter.

"Will you aid the pixies yourselves, for blood and a mirror? Or will you seek safety on the true path? 'Tis a good joke." He spurred his horse then, and thundered between Hero and Madoc, who came only in side. The hound-criers died slowly; only when they had faded did anyone move.

"In the truth then?" said Anvar.

"Most surely," said Madoc, who through the meeting sat like a carven statue; and Rhyos nodded also.

"O most formidable Hunter!" cried Purico.

"Tis no simple matter, friends. Our good Hero will surely wish to aid these pixies; and, you take away what we must do — for blood and a mirror!"

"Hero's fist clenched. "The Sawn Bones. You mean the pixies may have their secret, the secret which escapes you?"

"Aye; so said the Hunter." Purico scowled.

"The way ahead is dark," said Anvar.

"As is the mirror," said the Hunter.

"The Hunter leaves a hard choice; but I say we pursue these pixies. Who knows? What affliction may the easy prey for our doughy souls?" But the Hunter thought not so, he recalled quickly.

"They certainly recall us on in silence, towards whatever may await them. More and more it seemed that in this dark quest, every choice was no choice, that no hazard might be turned away, not even, for a moment, as a cunning. Their weird had them in its cold grip.

... ... ... ...

For a while the trail had been a landmass, as though it spread a veil of moving shadows; or, without any change in the vista of tall trunks. When the silence was broken, it was doubly startling. There came a snick and white, and Heron's ears pricked. The trail grew thinner. They saw them: a yellow-feathered arrow like some bright unnatural flower. "Beware, beware!" shrieked a high, thin voice. "Trepassers beware!"

"By whose leave do you speak?" called Hero, seeking to Pursus — who loomed back and whispered to Caspar. "Aye, I'll mark him if he speaks again," said the boonman in return; his red-blue arrow was already nocked, and Gorwin stood too ready.

"I speak for the Pixy-King, or the Forest-King — is all alike. I come the mocking cry in the trees; a second arrow struck by the first. This time Hero saw the little boyman, astir a branch some ten feet up — balanced for only a moment more, for Caspar's arrow took him neatly in the shoulder and sent him flying in a backward somersault. Before he hit the musky ground, Hero and Pursus were running to the spot. Gorwin, still as a seal, held his shaft ready to loose.

"The pixy was a comical fellow whose face seemed more simple than his bow. He wore bright red and yellow, hardly any concealment in this forest; he lay grunting as though in the doof a blast; and his fine Caspar's skill had lodged the arrow in the pixy's jerkin-arm with but scratching him.

"A common new sorts," growled the pixy; "No less will I accept. The Pixy-King will hear of this foul play."

Purico lifted him roughly and warned forth the arrow. Well there the pixy shrieked, and whipped a knife from his belt: but straightway Hero caught him.

"Tintempered fellow, for you're only half man-size," said Hero grimly. "What of you know of my friends?"

The pixy face became bland and knowing.

"Little, a little, good sins. For the price of a few new jerkins, now — and mayhap a cape as well, for sure. For if you give me the right word — I'll gladly lead you to our King. Never has I fix (for such in my name) failed to play fair, as anyone will tell you.

Exasperated, Hero introduced himself and Pursus: "Why did you assuit us?" he asked.

"Your face was brawny and in the face he saw you afar seem villainous, sir. 'Tis all in this game.

The infuriated pixy was outflanked in Pursus' space jerkin and a cape belonging to the wounded Damric. Then, snatching on Pursus' saddlebow with the air of one who reveals great mysteries. But upon the exact trail they had been following. Presently the scent of woodsmoke drifted through the forest and soon a small camp, probably to be seen on one side of the trail. Towards this pixy scamppered as though suddenly terrified; they plunged after him. "O help! help!" he cried. "Help! Help!"

"Blast them, what a woful gift you bring! Forth with your power, Old Man, and smite them where they stand!"

The pursuers failed in a grove of willow. Perhaps from afar they seem villainous, Sir. 'Tis all in this game.

The infuriated pixy was outflanked in Pursus' space jerkin and a cape belonging to the wounded Damric. Then, snatching on Pursus' saddlebow with the air of one who reveals great mysteries. But upon the exact trail they had been following. Presently the scent of woodsmoke drifted through the forest and soon a small camp, probably to be seen on one side of the trail. Towards this pixy scamppered as though suddenly terrified; they plunged after him. "O help! help!" he cried. "Help! Help!"

"Blast them, what a woful gift you bring! Forth with your power, Old Man, and smite them where they stand!"

The pursuers failed in a grove of willow. Perhaps from afar they seem villainous, Sir. 'Tis all in this game.
squeaked, and his strange steed scuttled off at a fair speed; the horsemen followed warily.

"The only monster I've seen on this trail, and it's no more than a play-thing," Hero grumbled, remembering its title of Dragonslayer.

"Nobody laughed," Greengreen Forest was a place which slowly seeped men's bravery — and their gaiety.

But the sight which greeted them amid the pixies' howls of triumph must have filled them with a grim laugh from Pursio. "All is folly," he said with a grimace. "I see two pixies fighting most earnestly with their snares and nets — and what do they fight? A tree."

"Go fight the tree, then," said Flix with a shrill giggle. "Tell the tree and the game is yours. Go, go, do it now!"

The pixies grouped about the tree seemed carefree enough; they laughed as from their catapults they flung stones against the stubby tree — thick-boled but barely twenty feet in height — which stood amongst them. They shot arrows, they threw white balls which burst in sudden clouds — all without effect.

"Yet they do not come close for axework," mused Hero. "Is something hidden from us?"

"Pursio says it's part of the forest, striding forward and waving the pixies aside."

"Draw back one moment, my little masters, and let me have my turn."

"Wait!" Hero called belatedly, but Steffson had already reached the tree and laid back his axe for a mighty blow. The blow never fell; barely had he begun to swing when a branch smashed down with cracking force, crushing Steffson against the trunk in a hideous spry of blood. Sullenly he lay, partially gashed, rising up on his gauntleted hands, and moved over Steffson's body; there came an apocalyptic, screaming voices, a questing roots penetrated the mangled flesh.

Grime silence fell on the company, and talismans were clutched. Morgan caught his luckless steed, Hero the Swan Bones, Anver his flask. Again the pixies began their bombardment of the creature.

"Your friend loses," said Flix brightly. "The monster always wins this game; already today it has taken twenty of my folk, but, with it over, the game will be over and we can make merry."

Hero saw the terrible truth of the greybeard's saying: the pixies were like children indeed, but children forced into a game too grim for their understanding.

"This must not be," he said in a low voice. "How can one slay the thing? What of your weapons?"

"Ah," said Flix, "it's a clever and cunning monster, and truth to tell our weapons harm it not. The spore sticks should sprout to tangle it, the catapults should break its branches, but it grows anew and shrugs off all we can do. Yet while we keep our distance and attack it always, it does not move; nor as often..."

"Fire arrows," suggested Gorwin.

"Fire does but madden it, lord," said Flix. "When first it pulled up its roots and crushed half our village before tiring. Four score of us lost the game that day; oh, we were most soundly beaten!" The pixy chuckled again, and to Hero that childish chuckle seemed more of a horror than the forest monster itself.

Abruptly the monster surged again from the ground, lurched into the chattering pixy crowd and smote again, sinking its vile roots afresh. On foot or on their strange steeds — huge beetles, woodlice, rats and spiders — the pixies moved back, the game went on. Hero's shoulders dropped in despair. He could think of nothing — nothing which could end the monstrous game of blood and earth.

"Pursio," he said. "What can we do?"

"Ride back like cranes or be slain like fools," said Pursio bitterly.

"Hero!" Steffson's voice, then "All attacked we might hop off those fell branches at too great a cost..."

"Said Madoc the logician: 'We should lose half our company; we can spare none; and the brute grows anew, so that all would be in vain.'

"Aye," said Hero. "It takes new strength from each wound, each victim...

"All virtue comes from the earth."

The company from Foronfili worked furiously at knotting long ropes to arrow after arrow. When enough were prepared, Caspar and Gorwin, and others vested in archery, stood with bows to hand. Others of the company, led by the Hunter, Night fell, steadied by the Swan Bones, Anver on rocky ground where trees were few; dawn came and before them towered the mighty peaks of the Snow Mountain, into which the path now climbed. As the slope increased, Pursio spied words cut into a flat stone. Let none pass on to the house of Verokin without good reason. Verokin: the name spoken by Gorden's wise king: perhaps the answer to all riddles.

"The secret of all arts is to correct nature," said the fellow with an inscrutable look; and he said no more to the Hero.

It was almost with amazement that they found the forest becoming more sparse as they followed the middle trail indicated by the Hunter. Night fell, and the lights of the Swan Bones a glimmer on rocky ground where trees were few; dawn came and before them towered the mighty peaks of the Snow Mountain, into which the path now climbed. As the slope increased, Pursio spied words cut into a flat stone. Let none pass on to the house of Verokin without good reason. Verokin: the name spoken by Gorden's wise king: perhaps the answer to all riddles.

"Not wishing to linger lest the pixies contrive new games of slaughtering one another, the party set off — another riderless horse leaving to remind them of the Swan Bones."

"Our thanks for your hint of the monster's weakness," said Hero to the greybeard as they passed his rude home, "and for your warning.

"The secret of all arts is to correct nature," said the fellow with an inscrutable look; and he said no more to the Hero.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>Dwarf*</td>
<td>11p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>Gnome*</td>
<td>11p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6</td>
<td>Goblin*</td>
<td>11p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7</td>
<td>Jester</td>
<td>11p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F8</td>
<td>High Priest</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F9</td>
<td>Wizard</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F10</td>
<td>Devil*</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11</td>
<td>Enchantress</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12</td>
<td>Thief</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F13</td>
<td>Trol</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F14</td>
<td>Skeleton*</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F15</td>
<td>Vampire</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F16</td>
<td>Werewolf</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| F17 | Armoured Hero*| 12p | Choose one weapon and one shield at no extra cost to accompany figs. marked with *.
| F18 | Orc          | 12p   |
| F19 | Dragon       | 12p   |
| F20 | Minotaur     | 12p   |
| F21 | Mammoth      | 12p   |
| F22 | Reptile Man  | 12p   |
| F23 | Armoured Rider for Pegasus* | 12p | Two action and detailed packed warriors from CHH. The two bases will interlock to form a vignette. More to come! |

**FANTASIA MYTH FIGS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F29</td>
<td>Unarmoured Hero with back pack*</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F30</td>
<td>Musician with lute</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F31</td>
<td>Witch</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F32</td>
<td>Shir Monster</td>
<td>24p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F40</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>24p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F41</td>
<td>Harpie</td>
<td>36p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F42</td>
<td>Giant Bat</td>
<td>36p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F43</td>
<td>Mule with baggage</td>
<td>24p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F44</td>
<td>Black Panther</td>
<td>24p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F60</td>
<td>Giant with club</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F61</td>
<td>Hydra (nine headed snake)</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F52</td>
<td>Giant Scorpion</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F53</td>
<td>Giant Spider</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F62</td>
<td>Dragon with two heads</td>
<td>21.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FANTASIA MYTH FIGS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FW1</td>
<td>Scimitar</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW2</td>
<td>Short Sword</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW3</td>
<td>Hand Axe with double head</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW4</td>
<td>Pick Axe</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW5</td>
<td>Double Handed Axe</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW6</td>
<td>Shako</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW7</td>
<td>Spiked Mace</td>
<td>24p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW8</td>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW9</td>
<td>Long Bow</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW20</td>
<td>Cross Bow</td>
<td>12p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Also Available:**

Comprehensive ranges of World War I/World War II warships, Napoleonic and Elizabethan warships & our brand new range of 1/285th scale Mini Armour - all at our usual top Starcast value. Send S.A.E. for complete listing.

---

**Greenwood & Ball LTD**

We've moved! Our old premises were bursting at the seams. We are now at UNIT 27 BON LEE TRADING ESTATE, THORNABY-ON-TEES, CLEVELAND

**Sanderson 80mm Fantasy**

**£3.65**

**San 80F3** Warrior with Axe and Shield

**San 80F4** Warrior with Sword and Shield

Two action and detailed packed warriors from CHH. The two bases will interlock to form a vignette. More to come!

---

**Greenvood & Ball Ltd**

We've moved! Our old premises were bursting at the seams. We are now at UNIT 27 BON LEE TRADING ESTATE, THORNABY-ON-TEES, CLEVELAND

**Telephone:** 68059

---

**Sanderson 80mm Fantasy**

**£3.65**

**San 80F3** Warrior with Axe and Shield

**San 80F4** Warrior with Sword and Shield

Two action and detailed packed warriors from CHH. The two bases will interlock to form a vignette. More to come!

---

**SS98** - Goblin with spear

**SS100** - Winged Demon with sword of fire

**SS101s** - Winged Warrior (feather wings) with spear

**SS102s** - Winged Warrior (feather wings) with sword

**SS103s** - Winged Warrior (feather wings) with bow

**SS99s** - Wolfman

**SS91s** - Armoured Centaur with lance

**SS104s** - Giant Wolf

**SS105** - Mountain Dwarf with hammer

**SS106** - Mountain Dwarf with sword

**SS107** - Mountain Dwarf with axe

**SS108** - Mountain Dwarf Chief

**SS109** - Mountain Dwarf Standard Bearer

**SS110** - Adventurer with longbow, sword and shield in mail shirt

**SS111** - Adventurer with two handed axe and throwing axes in mail shirt and helmet

**SS112** - Adventurer with two handed sword and throwing knives in mail shirt and helmet

**SS113** - Wizard casting spell, with spell scroll, sword and buckler

**SS114** - Adventurer with sword and shield wearing full mail armour and helmet

**SS115** - Cleric (or Acolyte) with club and shield

These Sword and Sorcery items are the finest yet by John; the Mountain Dwarves are the stocky bearded types of legend. Superb!

New catalogue in preparation, ready soon – watch our ads. Retail orders up to £5 add 10% p&p, over £5 post free.
NEW IN!
THE RUMORS OF DOOM (Champion)
The third and final volume of the Arulgan triology, to include printed maps, spells, class, heroes, dragons, magic items, game systems, and more.
£8.95

BALLASTER'S RACKETS (Champion)
The complete adventure scenario for use with
Runequest rules.
£1.95

TROLL & TROLLINK (Champion)
600 Parallel back Toils to help the Ramune.
£1.95

TRAVELLER SHIELD (Judges Guild)
Game master's screen for TRAVELLER along the lines of the
£1.95

FRONTIER FORCES OF KELMORE (Judges Guild)
Complete system for generating D&D adventure scenarios. Game master's screen that can be used in any adventure in the Kellomore system. 11.95

CHARACTER SHEETS (Games Workshop)
50 D&D Character Sheets in a hardbound part with illustrated cover. Sheets contain spaces for all character details and information about Dungeons & Dragons rules and a full color cover for these characters.
£1.95

HEX SHEETS (Games Workshop)
50 sheets of hex paper, suitable for mapping and creating maps and dungeon plans. Each sheet has hex numbers with soft card back and cover sheet.
£1.95

LATEST ARCHIVE SF FIGURES
2205 Star Wizard and Devildog (2)
£1.95
2206 Dr. Celibite (2)
£1.95
2207 Mooning Mantis and Centaur Band (2)
£1.95
2208 Mephisto Catapult and Beauty Battle (2)
£1.95
2209 Imperial Marine Trooper (2)
£1.95
2210 Alien Trooper Family (3)
£1.95
2211 Knight of Darkness (3)
£1.95
2212 Hate Wolf (3)
£1.95
2213 Alien (3)
£1.95
2214 War Buffalo and Rugby 11 (3)
£1.95
2215 Wild Buffalo (4) (3)
£1.95
2216 Wild Cat (4) (3)
£1.95
2217 Wildcat (4) (3)
£1.95
2218 Wildcat (4) (3)
£1.95
2219 Wildcat (4) (3)
£1.95
2220 Wolf (5)
£1.95

ALSO IN STOCK
Mongol Army (3)
£1.95
Empire of the After World (3)
£1.95
Lemurs (3)
£1.95
Star Probe (SF), Exploration Game (2)
£1.95
Star Rangers (SF), Space Opera (3)
£1.95
War of the Worlds (2)
£1.95
Eric (Game of the Century) (2)
£1.95
Nomads (Wargame) (2)
£1.95
Architects Fantasy Miniatures Reels (2)
£1.95
Bijou with Swords (2)
£1.95
Royal Army of the Holy Age (2)
£1.95
Dragon Lords (SF) (2)
£1.95
Sourcebook (Additional CDS material) (3)
£1.95
World of Dungeons & Dragons (2)
£1.95
Star Trek (2)
£1.95

ANNOUNCING
Game Designers' Workshop

TRAVELLER
UK EDITION NOW OUT!
First series of adventures set in the Traveller universe, featuring the characters and settings of the Traveller role-playing game. The adventures are designed to be played in a campaign setting, allowing players to create their own characters and develop their own storyline. The first series includes three adventures: Traveller 1, Traveller 2, and Traveller 3. Each adventure features unique characters, settings, and challenges that are designed to test the players' skills and abilities. 

MAYDAY is a supplement to Traveller covering starship combat, space combat, combat in space, and combat in the stars. It provides rules for combat, space combat, and combat in the stars. The supplement includes rules for determining the outcome of combat, space combat, and combat in the stars. It also includes rules for determining the outcome of combat, space combat, and combat in the stars. It also includes rules for determining the outcome of combat, space combat, and combat in the stars. 

CHARACTER SHEETS at games conventions, where customers can purchase the sheets for use during the course of Traveller adventures. 

SPECIAL OFFER: 10% off all Traveller products purchased at games conventions.

GAMEscape Magazine is the official magazine of the Traveller universe, featuring articles, interviews, reviews, and news related to Traveller. It is published quarterly and contains content that is relevant to Traveller players and fans.
WELCOME TO GAMMA WORLD

WE’VE BEEN EXPECTING YOU

Illusion generation? Another unknown mutation? It is your “welcome” to GAMMA WORLD, science fantasy role playing in the grand tradition of DUNGEONS & DRAGONS®. GAMMA WORLD places you on a post-atomic earth. Can you survive in a world of radiation deserts? Berserk robots and weird mutants? As a human or human mutant or even intelligent animal you have a strange inheritance and terrifying adventures ahead ... GAMMA WORLD is a complete game for three or more adult players. The colorful game box contains rules, a playing map of the devastated continent, and a set of five polyhedra dice.

TSR IS PROUD TO PRESENT THE ULTIMATE GAME OF SCIENCE FANTASY ROLE PLAYING AT BETTER HOBBY, GAME, BOOK, AND DEPARTMENT STORES EVERYWHERE. GET YOUR COPY OF GAMMA WORLD TODAY!

TSR HOBBIES, INC. — THE GAME WIZARDS
P.O. BOX 756, LAKE GENEVA, WISCONSIN 53147, U.S.A.